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The View From The Editors Desk.

Alas another season of circuit racing has passed and yet again I failed to get to all the
Snetterton meetings I had hoped to. Likewise I only managed to visit one round of
the AMSC AutoSolo series, this was the SCCON Scottow event. Sadly whilst there I
was  told  that  the  organising  club  had  lost  the  venue  to  a  lottery  funded  cycling
venture. I wish the gentleman concerned well, he has obviously worked very hard to
convince the funding board that there are enough cyclists willing to ride across cold
Cold War runways where the slightest drizzle travels horizontally stinging everyone
in its path. However with this behind them they should reach quite a speed! All of
Norfolk has beautiful byways to take in on a bicycle so why would anyone want to go
to a former airbase?

Ironically  the  AutoSolo  events  have  gone  from  strength  to  strength  with  entry
numbers up. Unfortunately due to the restrictions of being held on live military bases
many of  the  events  cannot  be captured on camera.  One reason for  the increased
interest is the Michael Cleverly Mazda MX5 Trophy which has excited some of the
owners  of  these  versatile  sportscars.  MX5s  have  taken  the  place  of  MGBs  and
Spridgets for a bit of affordable four wheel fun, but more of this another time.

In case it does not show I have no real interest in rallying, yes I will quite happily
look at a static rally car and appreciate the work gone into its preparation. However if
you think I am going to visit some depressing dark dank man-made forest to take
photos and make notes for the newsletter forget it. If you want this sort of stuff in the
magazine it is up to you to supply it!



To prove the point: Although there is no connection to the ECMC what-so-ever here 
are some photos sent in by Adrian Goding of his newly restored Mini Cooper S. 
Being a prior finisher in the RAC Rally the S was invited to the launch night of Wales
Rally GB  - the photo above shows it on the ramp in Chester.

Looking rather jaundice under the street lights outside a trendy bar.

Period shot from 1969 RAC Rally.

In her day the Cooper S competed in three international rallies: 
The 1969 Scottish RSAC
1969 RAC
1970 Scottish RSAC.                                    Many thanks to Adrian for supplying the photos.

      



Sporting Car Club of Norfolk Production Car Trials
Cadders Hill, Lyng

Sunday 13th November 2016

Some You Win and Some You Don't!

Our hopes were high as we unloaded Luto our 1172 Special.  At its  last  outing it
performed faultlessly giving us our first ever win and apparently putting me in the
expert class. These same hopes were quickly dashed as nearing the top of our first hill
we lost power. The fuel pump – barely twelve months old – packed up and our event
ended about thirty seconds after it started. Never mind at least we were first in line
for a bacon roll!

By far this was the best looking car at the event!

























For the results visit:  www.amsc.org.uk/

http://www.amsc.org.uk/


A Quiet Day at Snetterton.

Those who read the ECMC Historic Review will know that I am always indebted to
Mike Dixon for the regular supply of historic photographs. Yet again he has come to
my rescue, but this time the images are more recent.  Bute Motorsport, the successful
owners of the GT Cup hope to introduce a Championship for LMP3 cars in 2017. A
low-key  Snetterton  event  was  the  way  of  introducing  this.  The  cars  looked  and
sounded spectacular on the 300 circuit, and even with a cold and somewhat damp
track put in some quick times







                    As always: Thanks to Mike Dixon for supplying the photos.

A Newcomer on Trial!

New to Production Car Trials ECMC member Steve Franklin gives his account of a 
couple of events in his Peugoet 205 in what will hopefully be his first full season in 
the sport.

On the 16th October we woke up early at our B&B, only a couple of miles
down the road from Ivinghoe Aston, the chosen venue for round two of the
AMSC Challenge Trial, hosted by the Falcon Motor Club. This was also to
be  known  as  the  David  Maitland  Memorial  Trial.  It  was  a  very  wet
morning, and I recall thinking that the event maybe postponed, but no, all
went ahead as planned. We felt for the guys in their specials! And of course
our hearts went out to the very brave marshalls, who did a fantastic job!
Out of the 8 hill sections, only 6 were to be used. The morning proved to be
very  challenging,  especially  for  us,  being just  novices.  Although it  was
good to see the more expert guys doing so well, it makes one think, how
the hell do they do it?

After  lunch,  the  weather  broke  and  we  ended  up  with  some  glorious
sunshine, which soon had some of the hills drying out a little. I think the
most memorable hill of the day had to be hill 5, which had an incredible
steep incline, right at the end. The fact that we actually managed to clear it
felt absolutely incredible! Mind you, so did a lot of the other guys too! Ha
ha!



                                                                                                                                                           Photograph ©Don Stringer         

At  the  end  of  the  day  we  came  away  with  a  very  respectable  6
championship  points,  which  we  were  very  happy  with.  Of  course,  it
definitely whet our appetite for some more! 

Our next event, took us to Kensworth, just a short distance away from the
Trial  at  Ivinghoe Aston -  round three,  also hosted by the Falcon Motor
Club.

On arrival,  it  was  a  beautiful  crisp  frosty  morning,  a  far  cry  from the
previous event. It wasn't long before scrutineering was under way, and the
cars making their way to the hills. Once again these did prove to be very
challenging for us, but we persevered, still observing the experts and their
techniques.

After lunch, the weather turned yet again with a mixture of rain and snow!
Good old British weather eh!

After the last hills were completed, we got the car on the trailer, ready for
our journey home... the only problem was I couldn't get off the hill, due to
some  bright  spark  taking  his  propshaft  off,  making  his  Freelander  two
wheel  drive!  Something  I  certainly  wouldn't  recommend.  I  would  very
much like to thank all those who very kindly pushed us out of the field -
thank you.

With all this going on, we missed the awards presentation, which turned out
to be particularly annoying as I had won best novice! I couldn't believe it!
Also another 9 championship points too – fantastic!



YOUR
EDITOR SAYS:

SPECTATE 
SAFELY

IF YOU FEEL YOU REALLY MUST WATCH A RALLY
PLEASE DO IT IN SAFETY!

ASSISTING RALLY CARS:
THIS IS A RISKY ACTIVITY – AVOID!

IF ONE CAR GOES OFF, THE NEXT MIGHT TOO
NEVER RISK YOU OWN SAFETY.

IF YOU HAVE TO ASSIST....
ALWAYS ENSURE THAT ONE PERSON ACTS AS A

LOOKOUT.

ALWAYS BE AWARE OF THE DANGERS.

DON'T BE THE ONE WHO HAS THE RALLY STOPPED!



The Preston Rally
Chelmsford Motor Club

3rd & 4th December

Sponsored by Preston Garages of Writtle.

Any normal person will spend a December Saturday night in the warmth of their own
living room watching Strictly Come Baking followed by EastEnd Street (omnibus 
edition) whilst checking their TwitFace account to make sure their friend still like 
them. And then there are those who go rallying:

Preston Report 1 SCCoN Stalwart Dave “Percy” Bell. 

After several failed attempts at finishing the modern version of the ‘One & Only’, Hugh
Garnish (twice – gearbox and clutch), David Leckie (once air filter full of Norfolk’s finest
slurry), Peter Riddle (beached on Berners Heath), I do have a vague memory of a finish
with Mike Lambert in his trusty Avenger back in the days when it really was a navigational
road rally. This year, initially teamed up with Hugh, I ended up holding the time cards for
John in his Peugeot.

For readers who have never experienced the Preston, either as a competitor or a marshal,
to quote from the Regulations: As always you are all advised to prepare yourselves, and
your cars in the traditional ‘Preston way’. Regulars will know what this means. If you are
new to the Preston, everything that you’ve heard, and more, is true!
Running under a Navigational Road Rally permit the event is unique, this year offering 150
miles in total including 90 competitive miles (95% farm tracks, stubble fields, forest tracks,
mostly on private land and liberally coated in agricultural slurry). Again, quoting from a
previous flyer: Caution bumps for the next 150 miles! Road book to get you between the
tests and handouts at the start of each test, no need to clutter up the office with OS maps
and sheets of navigation.

The Preston has been going, in one form or another, for 38 years and in its current format
the organisation is a major logistical challenge. With my AMSC hat on, the Preston has
always been a model for inter-club co-operation, the formation of the new club formalised
the need for local clubs to share resources to run events. Supporting the core team of
Brian, Bob, Colin and Luis were set up teams from most of the AMSC member clubs,
seemingly hundreds of marshals (although we did see may familiar faces more than once),
the rescue teams dotted around the tests (fortunately not required by us) and of course the
men and women in their flying machines. Picking out a few from the entry list with ECMC /
KLDMC / SCCoN / WSMC connections: best seat in the house for Rob Henchoz (CMC /
SCCoN)  co-pilot  car  1,  Rob  Kitchen  (KLDMC  /  SCCoN)  pilot  car  2,  David  Smalley
(KLDMC) co-pilot car 3, Mark Banham & Matthew Smalley (KLDMC) car 5, Dale & Andrew
Lawson (SCCoN) car 29,  John Peterson (CMC / ECMC /  KLDMC /  SCCoN) & Percy
(ECMC / KLDMC / SCCoN) car 39, Andrew & Bill Scott (WSMC) car 41, Mark Redgate &
Andrew Smith (ECMC /  WSMC) car  44,  Neil  Peterson & Will  Brown (ECMC /  CMC /



KLDMC) car 50, Neil Kerry & Rob Palmer (KLDMC) car 54 and Marcus Keeble (CMC /
WSMC) & Tony Hewitt (CMC / KLDMC) car 55.

Where did we go?
Three time cards; two petrol halts; 21 tests; leg 1 – 7 tests, 24 competitive miles, 18 link
miles; leg 2 – 10 tests, 44 competitive miles, 33 link miles; leg 3 – 4 tests, 22 competitive
miles, 10 link miles. Tests in sequence, name, length (well, according to the time allowed
on the card!), info.
1 Mildenhall, 3 miles, forest tracks with a couple of nadgery bits through the trees, fast and
‘smooth-ish’ (but it is all relative!).
2 Icklingham (bottom end of Berners Heath and still has the PR issue at the entrance), 3½
miles, seriously rutted, sandy and definitely NOT smooth-ish (on any measure).
3 Park Farm, 2½ miles, muddy tracks, stubble fields, couple of dips (lights) and a QZ, must
have been smooth-ish, stubble fields fast
4 Herringswell, 6 miles, muddy tracks, sandy tracks, stubble fields, trees, bumpy through
the trees but nothing too bad, stubble fields fast
5 Worlington, 2 miles, muddy tracks, sandy tracks, bumpy
6 Freckenham, 4 miles, muddy tracks, interesting stubble field, bumpy, stubble field very
fast
7 Bay Farm, 2 miles, sandy tracks, very bumpy
Petrol
8 Twelve Acres, 3 miles, reverse run at test 1, very fast on the forest tracks, very sandy
and rutted on the bends, nadgery bit in the opposite direction through the trees
9 Santon, 2 miles, forest tracks, very fast
10 Santon Warren, 2½ miles, forest tracks, very fast
11 Croxton, 4½ miles, forest tracks, very fast, awesome i
12 Wretham, 3½ miles, muddy tracks, sandy tracks, bumpy bits, stubble fields (scrubbed
from the results, not sure why)
13 Larkshall, 2½ miles, sandy tracks, bumpy tracks
14 Brettenham, 6 miles, forest tracks, bumpy tracks (one bump in particular!),  yellows,
tarmac whites
15 Harling, 4 miles, forest tracks, logs, ruts, very bumpy, yellows, farm tracks, very fast
16 Euston, 2 miles, sandy tracks, trees, bumpy, fast
17 Sparrow Hall, 3 miles, sandy tracks, trees, bumpy, fast
Petrol
18 Fox Pin, 2½ miles, sandy tracks, very fast, potholes from hell, not so fast
19 Ingham, 4½ miles, sandy tracks, stubble fields, very fast, awesome ii
20 Kings East, 6 miles, forest tracks, muddy tracks, logs, deep ruts, very fast (lost a loop at
the last minute but the amendment was well handled by the marshals)
21 Summerpit, 3 miles (top of Berners Heath), muddy tracks, sandy tracks, trees, ruts,
very bumpy through the trees
Finish

Format:
An enormous effort went into laying out the tests making it almost idiot proof, please note
the ‘almost’ qualifier. Every junction on the tracks was arrowed, arrows were well placed (in
previous years’ arrows had disappeared by the time the Novices arrived). The stubble
fields were gated and arrowed. As for the forest tracks, every junction was arrowed and
numbered. A big thank you to the nine Friday set up crews, in particular Tony Burchnall &
Dave Lyes  who  set  up  Icklingham and East  Harling,  and then of  course they had to
dismantle them on Sunday.



Code Boards:
My only negative on the event, although trivial and a bit picky. I’m from the old school
where route checks were meant to show that you followed the correct route, not to try and
take the odd second out of crews by making them difficult to read, one in particular, on a
90L, was very easy to miss and when missed required a bit  of reversing against rally
traffic.

Timing:
In previous attempts the lasting negative memory was the further down the entry you ran
the more likely you were to go OTL, not because you were slow or had problems but time
slipped away queuing. This year this was resolved, ample make up time after each test.
The downside to this was any car(s) passed in the test started the next one back on their
scheduled minute and back in front.

Friendly faces:
Paul: Noise
Keith & Nick: scrutineering, Nick: Freckenham SC and Euston iRTC 
Colin: signing-on
Paul & Ian: Icklingham iRTC and Santon iRTC
Nick & Chloe: start Worlington, start Croxton and start Kings East
Mark: Worlington PC
Jonathan, Trevor & Alan: Bay Farm iRTC, start Euston and Summerpit PC

How did we do? 
Steady run up to first petrol, nearly! Running in a Skoda / BMW butty only incident was
finding the Skoda beached in the middle of a sandpit with banks and undergrowth on both
sides, John picked the right-hand bank and we were lucky to find nothing lurking in the
undergrowth as we squeezed past and back onto the track, possibly on Herringswell. What
was that about it  being idiot  proof? Well,  one very experienced navigator came out of
Freckenham and for reasons that are still unknown became absolutely and embarrassingly
lost! For some reason, I convinced myself that we needed to turn left out of the test, even
after driving around in circles for 20 minutes I still couldn’t fathom out why we couldn’t find
the start of the next test. The fact we didn’t see any other rally traffic should have been a
bit of a clue! Drove back to the end of the test to find Andrew & Bill cleaning lights, a quick
chat and the error of my ways was pointed out. No damage done, apart from the ego, but it
did mean we only had time for a quick splash at petrol, handed the first card in on our
scheduled departure minute.
 
Second time card and the wheels came off.  Everything was well until  the ‘relaxed link’
across the A11 on Brettenham. After the A11 is a short, bumpy white to a Give Way T
junction onto a yellow. John lost focus for a second, and that is all it takes, instead of a tad
of middle pedal we had a heavy tap on right pedal launching us into a Peugeot eating pot
hole, stood the poor beast on its nose, John was convinced we had damaged the lights as
the bonnet seemed to be showered in glass, oh how it  hurt,  the next few miles were
painful. Surprisingly the car took it a lot better than the crew, the only noticeable damage
was the passenger window was no longer sitting in its runners. Tried the window with a
gap at the top but this was impossible for the marshals so went for a chilly rest of the night.

Third time card and we were in get to the finish mode. John taped the window open and off
we went. Struggled to find the entrance to Foxpin, I have travelled it before, competing and
marshalling, but always from the other end. Foxpin has always been rougher than a rough
thing on a rough night, and it hadn’t changed. Summerpit was also a struggle for the two



invalids, but we made it to the finish, job done.

How did the picks from the entry list do?
Car 1: Rob H, 3rd o/a (puncture on Foxpin dropped them from 1st o/a)
Car 2: Rob K, 7th o/a (missed slot on Summerpit dropped them from 2nd o/a)
Car 3: David S, 8th o/a
Car 5: Mark B & Matthew S, DNF, no drive, Santon Warren
Car 29: Dale & Andrew L, 37th o/a, alternator problems, cut to finish
Car 39: John P & David B, 26th o/a
Car 41: Andrew & Bill S, 32nd o/a
Car 44: Mark R & Andrew S, 22nd o/a and a pot for 3rd Novice
Car 50: Neil P & Will B, 31st o/a
Car 54: Neil K & Rob P, 35th o/a
Car 55: Marcus K & Tony Hewitt, DNF, exhaust, second petrol

Quote of the night: Jonathan at the start of Euston, fast and smooth, well it might have
been when he arrived but by the time 75 cars had been round smooth it was not! I hear
you query 75 cars, well no lapping this year but a couple of tests were used twice and the
Euston and Sparrow Hill tests shared the same tracks for 75% of the route.

Biggest disappointment of the night: Losing my pen at the start of Kings East.

Not a bad night for a couple of wrinklies, combined age of the crew may have been up
there challenging for a podium spot for an oldest swingers in town award, or possibly, after
a comment from the marshalling senior of the Peterson Juniors, oldest pussies in town.   

 

Preston Report 2.ECMC Rookie Will Brown.
I'd heard plenty about the Preston in our run up to the event. In the 18 months that 
Neil Peterson and I have been road rallying it's been the main objective, THE event 
that were both working towards. This December's event certainly didn't disappoint, 
with a little luck we scored a better result than expected..although I'll come to that 
shortly.

Come Saturday 9pm and we're ready to go. Our 205 GTi was one of the older cars in 
the field but had been prepped thoroughly by Neil, the roadbook's been thoroughly 
examined and highlighted where necessary. We were seeded 50th so away shortly 
before 11pm - on what was by all accounts, one of the driest Prestons for some time. 
Our first aim was to finish, our second to do so without dropping any PCs. Steady 
away then. 

That last point we took a little too literally on the first section, indeed we were the 
slowest car of the entire field through Mildenhall! From there onwards we began to 
claw back places, and by the end of the first leg we were up to 44th. Another pass 
through a different part of Mildenhall Woods commenced the second leg, forestry 
soon giving way to the fast, sandy stubble fields that characterise this event. With a 
torque deficit to the front-runners our little Peugeot needed some rowing along...but 
on the boil it was more like autograss with a passenger than rallying.



The roughest parts were in the woods. With recent logging works crossing the rally 
route, the deep ruts frequently upsetting the car. Luckily the navigation was relatively
straightforward, relegating my role to that of obstacle spotter - and ballast.

By the end of Leg 2 and with the retirements mounting we'd climbed to 37th, despite 
a second trip around one section after we realised we'd missed most of the code 
boards, luckily dropping only three minutes so was the right thing to do. The section 
was later scrubbed - that was lucky! Away from the final petrol halt and with the light
beginning to rise we made it to the finish, 31st overall. Congratulations to the victors 
Stefan Taylor/Adrian Gladwin, it puts our 1h5m finish into perspective when they 
dropped just 14 minutes! I think you need a car you can drive off a cliff to win, the 
Pug looks a little secondhand but no-where near as sick as some! Even so we're 
delighted with the result, and will be back next year for sure. 



If you've not competed before, why not?! Here are my five observations:

1) Leave your maps and pencils at home. The roadbook and standard of the handouts 
is excellent
2) You can never have enough ground clearance. We drove over at least two exhausts 
and a complete sump guard from another competitor during the evening
3) Don't ever, ever give up. We had a terrible run through Wretham, that later got 
scrubbed...you never know
4) Good quality knobbly tyres are a real plus. Decent makes offer good road grip as 
well as off road
5) Just do it!



THE NORMAN PERREN MEMORIAL 

New Years Day Trial
IN THE GROUNDS OF

Seckford Hall
JUSTOF THE A12 NEAR WOODBRIDGE

ORGANISED BY THE

E.C.M.C.
INCLUDING:

TRIAL OFFER (PUN INTENDED) FOR FIRST TIMERS.
ONLY £10 INCLUDING FULL YEARS MEMBERSHIP.

WARNING

MOTOR SPORT IS VERY ADDICTIVE
AND MAY LEAD TO A LIFE TIME

MEMBERSHIP OF THE ABOVE CLUB!



Single Stage Rally Series.

Bolton-Le-Moors Car Club (BLMCC) and MotorSport Vision Racing (MSVR) have
teamed  up  again  for  the  second  year  of  the  Motorsport  News  Circuit  Rally
Championship. The championship will run on circuits across the UK including all
four of MotorSport Vision’s venues – Brands Hatch, Oulton Park, Snetterton, and
Cadwell  Park,  which will  be visited twice – with the addition of three other  UK
circuits including the new for 2016/17 championship Donington Park Rally we are
sure you will agree the calendar is set to be fantastic:

• Round 1 at Oulton Park – Bolton-le-Moors Car Club – Neil Howard Stages – 
5th November 2016 

• Round 2 at Cadwell Park – North Humberside Motor Club – Cadwell Stages – 
20th November 2016 

• Round 3 at Rockingham – Middlesex County Automobile Club – Rockingham 
Stages – 3&4th December 2016 

• Round 4 at Brands Hatch – Chelmsford Motor Club – Brands Hatch Stages – 
TBC January 2017 

• Round 5 at Snetterton – Snetterton Stages – A.M.S.C.19th  February 2017 
• Round 6 at Donington Park – Dukeries Motor Club Donington Rally – 5th 

March 2017 
• Round 7 at Anglesey Circuit – Pendle & District Motor Club and Garstang & 

Preston Motor Club – Lee Holland Rally – 19th March 2017 
• Round 8 at Cadwell Park – Border Motor Club – Cadwell Stages – TBC April 

2017 
• Reserve Event at Croft Circuit – Darlington & District Motor Club – Jack Frost

Stages 15th January 2017 

Circuit rallying features up to 100 cars competing against the clock, across a variety
of bespoke rally  stages incorporating different  parts  of  the  race  circuit,  including
paddocks and perimeter roads. Sections of the track are run in both directions and
include challenges such as water splashes. The inaugural season will kick off at the
BLMCC’s Neil Howard Stage Rally and fireworks event at Oulton Park on Saturday
5th November, before carrying on to a spring 2017 finale.

The championship will run under MSVR’s successful banner of championships and
series,  which  includes  national  and  European  car  racing,  and  the  MCE  British
Superbike  Championship  under  its  two  wheel  division.  In  what  will  be  its  first
venture into stage rallying, MSVR will work on championship regulations, assist with
championship promotion and provide administrative support from its base at Brands



Hatch. All rally cars will carry MSVR branding, with MSVR also contributing to the
Championship prize package, of which further details will be announced at a later
date.

The championship has once again achieved a major coup by securing leading national
motor racing publication Motorsport News as a media partner. Motorsport News will
provide  extensive  coverage  of  the  events,  including event  previews  and  reviews,
offering competitors more exposure than ever before.

Motorsport News Editor, Kevin Turner expressed:

“We  were  all  very  excited  to  launch  the  first  Motorsport  News  Circuit  Rally
Championship last year, but even we didn’t expect it to be as successful as it has
been. Great entries, close battles and a title fight going right down to the wire really
demonstrate its appeal and it was a no-brainer to want to do it again.

“Organiser Darren Spann, MSVR and Michelin have helped make the championship
a success  and Motorsport  News is  very  grateful  for  their  continued support  and
enthusiasm.

“Adding Donington Park to the calendar is a real bonus. The Leicestershire venue is
one of the UK’s leading race circuits and it seems amazing that it went over a decade
without  hosting  a  rally.  I’m sure  it  will  help  make the  second Motorsport  News
Circuit Rally Championship even better than the inaugural season.”

We are delighted to confirm the continued support  of  Michelin.  Competitors  will
once again have the opportunity to run on the top class rubber from Michelin and
once again competitors will be able to compete for free tyres on each round of the
championship and benefit from the advice and knowledge from 136 years in racing
everything from bicycles to World Rally Championship and Formula 1.

Tim Hoare  Motorsport  Manager  UK and  Ireland  commented:  “We  are  proud  to
continue supporting this innovative championship in 2016 / 17. This championship
gives us an opportunity to engage with club rally competitors and demonstrate how
the  Michelin  Total  Performance  rally  product  can  deliver  value  for  money  high
performance rally tyres. The new FIA Approved rally patterns used in the WRC were
developed to provide both wet and dry performance in a long lasting tyre, which
wasn’t an easy task but, we are not in motorsport because it easy. Motorsport is a
great arena to stretch our capabilities and develop new technologies. The very same
WRC  patterns  are  now  available  to  UK  rally  competitors  which,  eliminates  the
traditional need for intermediate, wet and dry tyres at rally events – we call this
Michelin Total Performance”.



Darren  Spann,  Championship  Coordinator,  enthused:  “We  are  delighted  and
overwhelmed  by  the  success  of  this  year’s  championship  and  with  the  continued
support from our partners together with the excellent calendar addition we feel sure
we can make the 2016/17 championship even bigger and better”.

David  Scott,  MSVR Operations  Manager,  added:  “The  Motorsport  News  Circuit
Rally Championship in association with MSVR has taken the rallying world by storm
and has proved to be an outstanding success. Going into the final round at Snetterton
on May 15th all is to play for with any one of three drivers within reach of the title.

The  announcement  of  an  exciting  new  calendar  2016/2017  sees  the  majority  of
venues returning & will see a new venue at Donington Park. The MN Circuit Rally
Championship has a very bright future and is sure to be top on the list for UK rally
crews”.

Tony Burchnall ECMC Competition Secratary.

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/


Not So Much An Ebay Special But.....

Not so much an Ebay Special but an early 1950s trials special on Ebay. This cute
little creation heralded from Devon in 1951 made £3,600 on the auction site
despite  being a  non-runner.  Would anyone know more about  the car  and its
builder. Many thanks to Simon Woodall of the Motor Cycling Club for bringing
this to my attention.

--0--

Classified Adverts.



-

SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Webber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940

-

SAFELY FAST
Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington on :-

www.safelyfast.co.uk/

http://www.safelyfast.co.uk/


MAZDA  MX5
Servicing
Tuning

Track Day & Race Preparation
Accident Damage Repaired

Four Wheel Alignment
Rust Proofing

Sponsor of the: 
Michael Cleverley 

AMSC 2016 AutoSOLO Challenge 
Mazda MX5 Trophy.

Valley Farm Business Unit
New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

-

http://www.mx5expert.com/


PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

Dissigns
signmakers

For all your Signage
& Vehicle Graphics
Tel. 01379 740606

www.dissigns.co.uk

http://www.dissigns.co.uk/
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk
-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

--

To everyone who:-
Took part in ECMC & AMSC events. 
Helped organise our events.
Marshalled at our events.
Catered for our needs at our events.
Tidied up after our events.
Sponsored our events.
And contributed to the Newsletter.

I hope you all  have a wonderful Christmas and a happy New Year and
thank you for making the Eastern Counties Motor Club the club that it is!

                                                LT

http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/

